The role of surface hydroxyl concentration on calcinated alumina in catalytic ozonation.
Alumina has been used as a catalyst for ozonation, surface hydroxyl on which is regarded as the active center for ozone attack, but the influences of hydroxyl generation are still vague. Here, we prepared alumina with different hydroxyl concentrations by adjusting calcination temperatures, of which the catalytic activity was evaluated with the mineralization degree of phenol, and then revealed the active sites of hydroxyl generation with characterization of XRD, Py-IR, and NH3-TPD. The results show that the greater the hydroxyl concentration, the higher the catalytic activity, demonstrating that surface hydroxyl contributes to its catalytic activity. The effect of calcination temperatures on hydroxyl concentration and catalytic activity is in accordance with the amount of weak Lewis acid sites on the surface of alumina, illustrating the surface hydroxyl derived from the decomposition of water adsorbed on weak Lewis acid sites. However, the catalytic performance of the alumina decreases slowly in a long-term reaction owing to the active center reduction resulted from the coverage by organic acids from phenol degradation. The present work reveals the influences of hydroxyl generation which are beneficial for adjusting surface hydroxyl regarded as active site for ozone attack and the reason of catalyst deactivation, which provides guideline for the rational design of catalyst.